
Definitions 
1.1

1 .1 Definitions (continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY 
FEATURE (ESF) RESPONSE 
TIME

LEAKAGE

The ESF RESPONSE TIME shall be that time interval from 
when the monitored parameter exceeds its ESF actuation 
setpoint at the channel sensor until the ESF equipment is 
capable of performing its safety function (i.e., the valves 
travel to their required positions, pump discharge pressures 
reach their required values, etc.). Times shall include diesel 
generator starting and sequence loading delays, where 
applicable. The response time may be measured by means 
of any series of sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that 
the entire response time is measured. In lieu of 
measurement, response time may be verified for selected 
components provided that the components and the 
methodology for verification have been previously reviewed 
and approved by the NRC.

LEAKAGE shall be:

a. Identified LEAKAGE 

1. LEAKAGE, such as that from pump seals or valve 
packing (except reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal 
water injection or leakoff), that is captured and 
conducted to collection systems or a sump or 
collecting tank; 

2. LEAKAGE into the containment atmosphere from 
sources that are both specifically located and 
known either not to interfere with the operation of 
leakage detection systems or not to be pressure 
boundary LEAKAGE; or 

3. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) LEAKAGE through 
a steam generator (SG) to the Secondary System; 

b. Unidentified LEAKAGE 

All LEAKAGE (except RCP seal water injection or 

leakoff) that is not identified LEAKAGE; 

c. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE 

LEAKAGE (except SG LEAKAGE) through a nonisolable 
fault in an RCS component body, pipe wall, or vessel 
wall.

(continued)
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Definitions 
1.1

1.1 Definitions (continued)

QUADRANT POWER TILT 
RATIO (QPTR) 

RATED THERMAL POWER 
(RTP) 

REACTOR TRIP 
SYSTEM (RTS) RESPONSE 
TIME 

SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)

SLAVE RELAY TEST

QPTR shall be the ratio of the maximum upper excore 
detector calibrated output to the average of the upper excore 
detector calibrated outputs, or the ratio of the maximum lower 
excore detector calibrated output to the average of the lower 
excore detector calibrated outputs, whichever is greater.  

RTP shall be a total reactor core heat transfer rate to the 
reactor coolant of 3411 MWt.  

The RTS RESPONSE TIME shall be that time interval from 
when the monitored parameter exceeds its RTS trip setpoint 
at the channel sensor until loss of stationary gripper coil 
voltage. The response time may be measured by means of 
any series of sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that 
the entire response time is measured. In lieu of 
measurement, response time may be verified for selected 
components provided that the components and the 
methodology for verification have been previously reviewed 
and approved by the NRC.  

SDM shall be the instantaneous amount of reactivity by which 
the reactor is subcritical or would be subcritical from its present 
condition assuming: 

a. All rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs) are fully 
inserted except for the single RCCA of highest reactivity 
worth, which is assumed to be fully withdrawn. With any 
RCCA not capable of being fully inserted, the reactivity 
worth of the RCCA must be accounted for in the 
determination of SDM; and 

b. In MODES 1 and 2, the fuel and moderator temperatures 
are changed to the nominal zero power design level 

A SLAVE RELAY TEST shall consist of energizing each slave 
relay and verifying the OPERABILITY of each slave relay. The 
SLAVE RELAY TEST shall include, as a minimum, a continuity 
check of associated testable actuation devices.
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Definitions 
1.1

1.1 Definitions (continued)

STAGGERED TEST BASIS 

THERMAL POWER 

TRIP ACTUATING DEVICE 
OPERATIONAL TEST 
(TADOT)

A STAGGERED TEST BASIS shall consist of the testing of 
one of the systems, subsystems, channels, or other designated 
components during the interval specified by the Surveillance 

Frequency, so that all systems, subsystems, channels, or other 

designated components are tested during n Surveillance 

Frequency intervals, where n is the total number of systems, 

subsystems, channels, or other designated components in the 
associated function.  

THERMAL POWER shall be the total reactor core heat transfer 
rate to the reactor coolant 

A TADOT shall consist of operating the trip actuating device 

and verifying the OPERABILITY of required alarm, interlock, 
and trip functions. The TADOT shall include adjustment, as 

necessary, of the trip actuating device so that it actuates at the 

required setpoint within the required accuracy.
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RTS Instrumentation 
B 3 3.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

not required if it has been performed within the previous 31 days.  

Verification of the Trip Setpoint does not have to be performed for this 

Surveillance Performance of this test will ensure that the turbine trip 

Function is OPERABLE prior to taking the reactor critical. This test 

cannot be performed with the reactor at power and must therefore be 

performed prior to reactor startup.  

SR 3.3 1 16 and SR 3.3.1.17 

SR 3.3.1 16 and SR 3 3.1.17 verify that the individual channel/train 

actuation response times are less than or equal to the maximum values 

assumed in the accident analysis. Response time testing acceptance 

criteria are included in the UFSAR (Ref. 1). Individual component 

response times are not modeled in the analyses.  

The analyses model the overall or total elapsed time, from the point at 

which the parameter exceeds the trip setpoint value at the sensor to the 

point at which the equipment reaches the required functional state (i.e., 

control and shutdown rods fully inserted in the reactor core).  

For channels that include dynamic transfer Functions (e.g., lag, lead/lag, 

rate/lag, etc.), the response time test may be performed with the transfer 

Function set to one, with the resulting measured response time compared 

to the appropriate UFSAR response time. Alternately, the response time 

test can be performed with the time constants set to their nominal value, 

provided the required response time is analytically calculated assuming 

the time constants are set at their nominal values. The response time 

may be measured by a series of overlapping tests such that the entire 
response time is measured 

Response time may be verified by actual response time tests in any 

series of sequential, overlapping or total channel measurements, or by 

the summation of allocated sensor, signal processing and actuation logic 

response times with actual response time tests on the remainder of the 

channel. Allocations for sensor response times may be obtained from: 

(1) historical records based on acceptable response time tests (hydraulic, 

noise, or power interrupt tests), (2) in place, onsite, or offsite (e.g., 

vendor) test measurements, or (3) utilizing vendor engineering 

specifications. WCAP-13632-P-A, Revision 2, "Elimination of Pressure 

Sensor Response Time Testing Requirements" provides the basis and 

methodology for using allocated sensor response times in the overall 

verification of the channel response time for specific sensors identified in 

the WCAP. Response time verification for other sensor types must be 

either demonstrated by test, or their equivalency to those listed in WCAP-
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RTS Instrumentation 
B331 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

13632-P-A, Revision 2. Any demonstration of equivalency must have 

been determined to be acceptable by NRC staff review.  

WCAP-14036-P-A, Revision 1, "Elimination of Periodic Protection 

Channel Response Time Tests' provides the basis and methodology for 

using allocated signal processing and actuation logic response times in 

the overall verification of the protection system channel response time 

The allocations for sensor, signal conditioning, and actuation logic 

response times must be verified prior to placing the component in 

operational service and re-verified following maintenance that may 

adversely affect response time. In general, electrical repair work does not 

impact response time provided the parts used for repair are of the same 

type and value. Specific components identified in the WCAP may be 

replaced without verification testing. One example where response time 

could be affected is replacing the sensing assembly of a transmitter.  

As appropriate, each channel's response must be verified every 

18 months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Testing of the final 

actuation devices is included in the testing. Testing of the RTS RTDs is 

performed on an 18 month frequency. Response times cannot be 

determined during unit operation because equipment operation is 

required to measure response times. Experience has shown that these 

components usually pass this surveillance when performed at the 

18 month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be 

acceptable from a reliability standpoint 

SR 3.3.1.16 is modified by a Note stating that neutron detectors are 

excluded from RTS RESPONSE TIME testing. This Note is necessary 

because of the difficulty in generating an appropriate detector input 

signal. Excluding the detectors is acceptable because the principles of 

detector operation ensure a virtually instantaneous response. The 

response time of the neutron flux signal portion of the channel shall be 

measured from detector output or input of the first electronic component 

in the channel.
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RTS Instrumentation 
B331 

BASES 
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ESFAS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.2 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in 

the setpoint methodology.  

This SR is modified by a Note stating that this test should include verification 

that the time constants are adjusted to the prescribed values where applicable 

The applicable time constants are shown in Table 3 3.2-1.  

SR 332.9 

This SR ensures the individual channel ESF RESPONSE TIMES are less than 

or equal to the maximum values assumed in the accident analysis. Response 

Time testing acceptance criteria are included in the UFSAR (Ref. 2). Individual 

component response times are not modeled in the analyses The analyses 

model the overall or total elapsed time, from the point at which the parameter 

exceeds the Trip Setpoint value at the sensor to the point at which the 

equipment in both trains reaches the required functional state (e g., pumps at 

rated discharge pressure, valves in full open or closed position) 

For channels that include dynamic transfer functions (e g, lag, lead/lag, 

rate/lag, etc ), the response time test may be performed with the transfer 

functions set to one with the resulting measured response time compared to 

the appropriate UFSAR response time. Alternately, the response time test can 

be performed with the time constants set to their nominal value provided the 

required response time i- analytically calculated assuming the time constants 

are set at their nominal values. The response time may be measured by a 

series of overlapping tests such that the entire response time is measured.  

Response time may be verified by actual response time tests in any series of 

sequential, overlapping or total channel measurements, or by the summation of 

allocated sensor, signal processing and actuation logic response times with 

actual response time tests on the remainder of the channel. Allocations for 

sensor response times may be obtained from: (1) historical records based on 

acceptable response time tests (hydraulic, noise, or power interrupt tests), (2) 

in place, onsite, or offsite (e.g , vendor) test measurements, or (3) utilizing 

vendor engineering specifications. WCAP-13632-P-A, Revision 2, "Elimination 

of Pressure Sensor Response Time Testing Requirements" provides the basis 

and methodology for using allocated sensor response times in the overall 

verification of the channel response time for specific sensors identified in the 

WCAP Response time verification for other sensor types must be either 

demonstrated by test or their equivalency to those listed in WCAP-1 3632-P-A, 

Revision 2. Any demonstration of equivalency must have been determined to 

be acceptable by NRC staff review.  
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ESFAS Instrumentation 
B332 

BASES 

WCAP-14036-P-A, Revision 1, "Elimination of Periodic Protection Channel 

Response Time Tests' provides the basis and methodology for using allocated 

signal processing and actuation logic response times in the overall verification 

of the protection system channel response time. The allocations for sensor, 

signal conditioning, and actuation logic response times must be verified prior to 

placing the component in operational service and re-verified following 

maintenance that may adversely affect response time. In general, electrical 

repair work does not impact response time provided the parts used for repair 

are of the same type and value. Specific components identified in the WCAP 

may be replaced without verification testing One example where response 
time could be affected is replacing the sensing assembly of a transmitter.  

ESF RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on an 18 month STAGGERED 

TEST BASIS. Testing of the final actuation devices, which make up the bulk of 

the response time, is included in the testing of each channel The final 

actuation device in one train is tested with each channel. Therefore, staggered 

testing results in response time verification of these devices every 18 months.  

The 18 month Frequency is consistent with the typical refueling cycle and is 

based on unit operating experience, which shows that random failures of 

instrumentation components causing serious response time degradation, but 

not channel failure, are infrequent occurrences.  

This SR is modified by a Note that clarifies that the turbine driven AFW pump is 

tested within 24 hours after reaching 900 psig in the SGs.
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ESFAS Instrumentation 
B332 

BASES 
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